We introduce feature regularization during feature selection for value function approximation. Feature regularization introduces a prior into the selection process, improving function approximation accuracy and reducing overfitting. We show that the smoothness prior is effective in the incremental feature selection setting and present closed-form smoothness regularizers for the Fourier and RBF bases. We present two methods for feature regularization which extend the temporal difference orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP-TD) algorithm and demonstrate the effectiveness of the smoothness prior; smooth Tikhonov OMP-TD and smoothness scaled OMP-TD. We compare these methods against OMP-TD, regularized OMP-TD and least squares TD with random projections, across six benchmark domains using two different types of basis functions.
is represented as a weighted sum of basis functions. It is often beneficial to keep the number of basis functions low (Kolter and Ng 2009; Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012) ; however, the right set is usually domain-specific.
Recent work in feature selection (Kolter and Ng 2009; Johns et al. 2010; Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012; Petrik et al. 2010; Ghavamzadeh et al. 2011; Geist et al. 2012 ) and construction (Ghavamzadeh et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2011; Parr et al. 2007; Mahadevan and Liu 2010) reduces the size of the approximation set by selecting or constructing basis functions specifically for each domain, and are typically used in conjunction with a batch method (Bradtke and Barto 1996; Lagoudakis and Parr 2003; Ernst et al. 2005) to fit the weights. Of particular interest are greedy selection methods such as orthogonal matching pursuit TD (OMP-TD), and orthogonal matching pursuit with Bellman residual minimization (OMP-BRM) (PainterWakefield and Parr 2012) , which aim to select basis functions predicted to cause the largest reduction in approximation error post selection. These methods use a set of samples collected from a fixed policy, and fit the basis function weights to approximate the value function for that policy. Unlike OMP-BRM which assigns weights to basis functions only once as they are selected, OMP-TD recalculates weights using a batch method after each selection. Appropriate batch method choices for OMP-TD include linear TD (Sutton 1988) , least squares policy evaluation (LSPE) (Yu and Bertsekas 2009 ) and least squares TD (LSTD) (Bradtke and Barto 1996) , of which LSTD is used in this paper. The result of either method is a tailored set of basis functions and their respective weights specific to the domain/task and current policy. We focus on learning the value function for a specific policy, however policy improvement can be achieved through policy iteration (Sutton and Barto 1998) by using the value function of the old policy (found using OMP-TD for example) to generate a new policy.
Although greedy selection of basis functions using current methods does lead to steadily improving approximations, the goal is to improve the approximation as rapidly as possible. OMP-TD often performs better in practice than OMP-BRM (Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012), but even so can be slow to converge for large discount factors (Mahadevan and Liu 2010) . In our experiments, values as low as γ = 0.8 reduced performance noticeably on some domains. This problem occurs because OMP-TD aims to select functions which will improve the representational power of the approximation set, such that with optimal fitting, the value function will move closer to the true value function at least as much as applying the Bellman operator would move it. Since the Bellman operator is a γ -contraction in the weighted L 2 norm (Van Roy 1998), the reduction in L 2 error depends heavily on γ , with large γ leading to slow convergence.
With large γ however, value functions of environments with sparse reward functions and local transitions tend to be smooth. This is due to the Bellman equation, where the value of a state is equal to the discounted expected value of the next state and the expected reward. With sparse reward functions, the values between consecutive states change little, and if those consecutive states are close in distance sufficiently often, the value function as a whole can be expected to be smooth. Many domains based on physical systems exhibit spatially local transitions (Jonschkowski and Brock 2013) , and sparse reward functions are common, making smoothness a reliably exploitable attribute of value functions.
We introduce feature regularization as a way to enhance performance during feature selection by giving preference to basis functions according to prior expectations of the value function. In standard regression, regularization is commonly used to avoid overfitting, where simpler (smoother) solutions-solutions with smaller weights-are preferred. This regularization is usually applied in the final fitting of weights with a predetermined set of basis functions. In the incremental feature selection setting, however, regularization can be applied to the selection of individual basis functions as they are selected. Such regularization could be used to reduce overfitting, or to introduce a prior, but unlike regularizing the fit of the entire function, weight-based regularization is inappropriate since incremental feature selection methods usually choose basis functions that have the largest weights (high impact on the value function).
Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov 1963 ) is one way to incorporate domain knowledge such as value function smoothness into feature selection. We present the general form of this regularization and use it to form the smooth Tikhonov OMP-TD (STOMP-TD) algorithm, which uses a smoothness regularizer on the selection step of the OMP-TD algorithm. We also present an almost parameter free heuristic algorithm utilising smoothness; smoothness scaled OMP-TD (SSOMP-TD).
We show empirically that basis function smoothness is an effective regularizer in many reinforcement learning domains, and compare these two methods against methods with similar goals, regularized OMP-TD (ROMP-TD) (Needell and Vershynin 2009) and least squares TD with random projections (LSTD-RP) (Ghavamzadeh et al. 2010) . We chose these methods because ROMP-TD focuses on the problem of overfitting in feature selection, and LSTD-RP deals with the problem of large feature spaces by projecting them onto a smaller space.
We empirically evaluate feature regularization across six benchmark domains using two different types of basis, showing that feature regularization can significantly lower prediction error. SSOMP-TD in particular performs reliably well with no increase in computational complexity and an easily chosen parameter.
Background
A reinforcement learning (RL) task is typically formalized as a Markov decision process (MDP) (Sutton and Barto 1998 ). An MDP is defined as a tuple, M = (S, A, P, R, γ ), where S is the set of all possible states s, A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N } is the set of all actions, P is the transition probability model where P(s, a, s ) is the probability of moving from state s to state s with action a, R is a real-valued reward function where r = R(s, a, s ) is the reward for taking action a in state s and ending up in state s , and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor (Sutton and Barto 1998) . We define our state as a vector of real values, i.e., s = [x 1 , . . . ,
where d is the number of dimensions, and each x j is scaled to be between 0 and 1.
The goal is to learn a policy, π, that maximizes the expected return (discounted sum of future rewards). π is a stochastic mapping of states to actions where the probability of choosing a particular action a in state s is given by π(s, a). Learning a policy can be achieved by learning a value function V if P is known, or an action-value function Q if P is not known. V π (s) ∈ R is the expected return an agent receives starting in state s by following policy π thereafter. The value function for a policy π satisfies the Bellman equation V π = R +γ PV π , where V * is the value function for an optimal policy. We only consider V since Q is similar.
Often, the number of states is too large to store individual values. A standard technique for representing value functions in such cases is value function approximation. Linear function approximation is a common choice. The approximate value function at a state s is represented by a linear sum of real-valued basis functions φ i (s) ∈ R with associated weights 
We further use the notation Φ J , where Φ ∈ R q×v is a matrix and J ⊂ {1, . . . , v} is an index set, to mean the submatrix of Φ containing only the columns with indices present in J .
We use two types of basis functions, radial basis functions (RBFs) and the Fourier basis. An RBF is a Gaussian with variance σ 2 > 0 ∈ R and center The entire tiling can be obtained by varying c, and while σ can vary, we use σ 2 = 1/(2(n + 1) 3 − 4(n + 1) 2 + 2(n + 1)) as described in Benoudjit and Verleysen (2003) .
An n th order Fourier basis set (Konidaris et al. 2011) consists of cosine functions of the form:
By systematically varying c, the full order n set of (n + 1) d basis functions can be obtained. In the context of the Fourier basis, we say φ i is independent if it is univariate.
Feature selection
The choice of features φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ k can have a significant impact on the performance of RL algorithms. One way to choose these features is to use a complete fixed basis scheme, examples of which include CMAC tilings, RBF and Fourier basis sets. These sets must grow exponentially in size with the number of dimensions, quickly becoming impractical. An approximate sparse representation is often desirable (Kolter and Ng 2009) , and therefore, methods for intelligently selecting sparse sets of features are of practical importance.
One method for feature selection that performs well is OMP-TD (Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012). Despite lacking theoretical guarantees, its empirical performance is as good as or better than other feature selection methods such as LARS-TD (Kolter and Ng 2009; Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012) . For this reason, we only consider OMP-TD here, though our methods could be extended to other feature selection methods.
The OMP-TD algorithm is a variation of matching pursuit (MP) (Mallat and Zhang 1993 
|| between the basis function and the residual error is maximised. OMP-TD uses the temporal difference (TD) error as the residual, R k+1 = r+γ Φ(s )w−Φ(s)w, and maintains optimal weight values w 1 , . . . , w k using LSTD after each basis function is added. At each iteration, the residual is recalculated and the basis function in the dictionary with largest correlation to the residual is selected.
Regularization
A common solution in least squares regression to the problem of ill-posed problems and overfitting is regularization. Given a matrix X and target vector y, the problem is to find a vector w which minimizes the residual subject to the regularizer λU (w), equivalent to minimizing
for some λ ∈ R + .
An often desirable side effect of regularization is a sparse solution (Kolter and Ng 2009 ), which can be achieved directly with L 1 regularization by imposing a sparsity inducing regularizer U (w) = ||w|| 1 . L 2 regularization instead introduces a constraint U which favors certain solutions or makes a problem well posed. L 2 regularization has the advantage that solutions can be found analytically where L 1 regularization often requires linear programming techniques. The most common form of constraint for L 2 regularization, U (w) = ||Γ w|| 2 , is known as Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov 1963) or ridge regression, where Γ is a suitable regularization matrix (usually the identity matrix which encourages solutions with small weight norms). While it is common to choose a U which prefers low weights, U can also be chosen as a measure of the solution's smoothness. This expresses preference for simpler solutions that are less likely to overfit the data, and works in the incremental feature selection setting where basis functions with large weights are explicitly selected for.
One class of smoothness measures 1 for a function f acting on a state vector s is given by
where f (m) is the m th derivative of f with m = 2 being a common and intuitive choice (Wahba 1990 ) since it gives the total squared rate of change in slope. In the case of linear function approximation, where X ∈ R q×k is a matrix of basis functions, 
Feature regularization
With OMP-TD, each basis function selected is guaranteed to improve the approximation provided it is sufficiently correlated with the Bellman error basis function (BEBF) (Parr et al. 2007) , the basis function equal to the Bellman error. While correlation to the Bellman error is a reliable metric for feature selection, in practice OMP-TD can be slow to reduce prediction error when the value function does not resemble the reward function (Mahadevan and Liu 2010) . Using the Neumann series expansion of the value function V = R +γ P R +γ 2 P 2 R + · · · it is easy to see as γ increases away from 0, the value function looks less like the reward function. This is important because the first k BEBFs which OMP-TD aims to select span the space of the first k terms of the Neumann series (Parr et al. 2008) . Even values as low as γ = 0.9 can lead to slow convergence in practice (Mahadevan and Liu 2010) . Since OMP-TD chooses a basis function which approximates the BEBF at each step, it can be even slower to converge. One way to improve performance could be to choose basis functions less likely to overfit the BEBF, a problem when there are insufficient samples and many basis functions to chose from. This problem is particularly acute in the RL setting where dimensionality can be high and interaction costly. Another possibility is to introduce prior knowledge to augment selection. The smoothness prior can be used when the underlying value function is expected to be smooth. We show in Sect. 3.1 there is good reason to believe that value functions are smooth in general, making the smoothness prior a powerful tool for feature selection in RL.
We present feature regularization as a way to improve feature selection in RL by using regularization techniques in the selection process to incorporate prior knowledge/reduce overfitting. We present methods based on the OMP-TD algorithm because its strong empirical results on benchmark domains and simplicity make it a good choice for feature selection (Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012). These methods could potentially be extended for use in other feature selection methods because they are decoupled from the LSTD fitting step in OMP-TD.
Regularized selection for smoothness
The idea that value functions are smooth in general is not new. Mahadevan and Maggioni (2007) note that value functions are typically smooth in Euclidean space. Their proto-value functions (PVFs), however, aim to take advantage of smoothness in the state graph. This type of smoothness derives from the fact that the value of a state is a function of "neighbouring" state values and associated rewards, where a state's neighbours are those reachable through transitions. Smoothness in Euclidean space is related, and coincides when neighbouring states are close in distance sufficiently often in conjunction with smooth or sparse reward functions. These conditions are often easy to fulfil as spatially local transitions are frequent in domains based on physical interactions (Jonschkowski and Brock 2013) and sparse/smooth reward functions are common.
Value function smoothness is also related to the discount factor γ by the Bellman equation, since the value of each state is a sum of γ -discounted values of future states. Values of γ closer to 1 lead to increased smoothness in the value function along trajectories through the 
Fig. 1 50-state chainwalk value functions for different values of γ (a-h). As γ increases, the value function gets smoother. Negative mountain car value functions for different values of γ (i-p). As γ increases, the value function gets smoother until γ ≈ 0.9 and then rougher again state space as successive values change less. This however, can also lead to larger differences in values between states which are close in space but not close in the state graph. This can be seen in Fig. 1 where the chainwalk and negative mountain car value functions have been plotted against γ using the same policies used in the experiments in Sect. 4. In mountain car with γ = 0.99, the policy follows the smooth spiral path down to the goal (position ≥ 0.5). The reward = 0 received at the goal is propagated along the spiral trajectory to the start position at (0, 0). Although the path following π is smoothest as γ → 1, the value function as a whole is smoothest around γ = 0.9 due to sharp discontinuities forming for larger γ . Chainwalk gets smoother as γ → 1.
These observations of value function smoothness naturally lead to a smoothness prior for feature selection. While value functions aren't necessarily smooth in Euclidean state space, smoothness is common, and unlike smoothness over the state graph, introducing a smoothness prior in Euclidean space does not require specific domain knowledge. In the case of OMP-TD with a fixed basis, the smoothness of each function in the dictionary U m (φ i ) can be pre-calculated independently of the state graph since each φ i is known. Using the Frobenius tensor norm, ||A|| =
, where A is any order−l tensor, we derive 2 the smoothness measures U m (φ i ) using Eq. 2 in the general case where m ≥ 1 for both the RBF and Fourier bases. For an RBF basis function φ i in d dimensions with variance σ and arbitrary center position, the smoothness is:
For a Fourier basis function φ i with parameter vector c i , the smoothness is:
Smoothness regularized feature selection methods
We describe two ways of integrating the smoothness regularizer into the selection process, first using the standard Tikhonov regularization formulation with STOMP-TD, and second by directly modifying the basis function correlation formula with the SSOMP-TD selection algorithm. The algorithm for each method follows the same steps as OMP-TD. Given a set of samples obtained using a fixed policy, and a dictionary of basis functions, an approximation set of basis functions is formed. This is initialized with at least the constant function. Weights are fitted to the approximation set using LSTD, and the resulting Bellman residual calculated. The correlation ρ of the Bellman residual to each basis function in the dictionary is calculated. This correlation is then modified by STOMP-TD (Eq. 6) or SSOMP-TD (Eq. 7) and the single most correlated basis function is selected and added to the approximation set. The weights are again calculated by LSTD and the process repeated until the Bellman residual is sufficiently small.
The algorithms can be prevented from selecting redundant features by using orthogonal basis sets in the dictionary, however even with redundant features, their correlation to the Bellman error will be small. This is because LSTD is the orthogonal projection of T V into the approximation set, and consequently Parr et al. (2007) show that the Bellman residual (T V − V ) is orthogonal to the span of the approximation set.
Smooth Tikhonov OMP-TD
Tikhonov regularization (ridge regression) is a common type of regularization where the regularization term λU is added linearly to the minimization problem. For feature selection we are only interested in finding the single most correlated basis function, and hence the problem becomes finding the basis function φ i and associated weight w i which minimize the regularized problem at step k:
where
is a suitable regularization function and λ ∈ R controls the harshness of the regularization with λ = 0 giving the unregularized case. Here C 1 (R d , R) is the class of continuously differentiable functions from R d to R. We use the smoothing regularization functions in Eqs. 3 and 4 and find the solution to Eq. 5 by searching the dictionary for the basis function φ i ∈ D with largest regularized correlation 3 ρ i where,
Using ρ i in place of ρ i in the OMP-TD algorithm results in the Smooth Tikhonov OMP-TD (STOMP-TD) algorithm.
Smoothness scaled OMP-TD
The STOMP-TD algorithm introduces a new parameter λ. Methods for finding appropriate λ exist (Wahba 1990 ), however we propose a parameter free heuristic approach which is less powerful than STOMP-TD but simpler to use in practice, called Smoothness Scaled OMP-TD (SSOMP-TD). The SSOMP-TD algorithm favors basis functions which are both smooth and highly correlated instead of focusing on correlation alone. In order to achieve this, the correlation ρ i at step k of each basis function φ i ∈ D is scaled by the square root of its smoothness U m (φ i ), giving the regularized correlation ρ i :
where smooth basis functions have a low U m (φ i ), increasing the correlation, and erratic/rough basis functions have a high U m (φ i ), particularly in the case where m = 2. These two methods of regularizing the selection are similar; SSOMP-TD can be thought of as STOMP-TD with a large λ. To avoid division by 0, all basis functions with a smoothness of 0 are added to the approximation up front. SSOMP-TD's performance is strongly related to the smoothness of V * as shown in Fig. 2 where the performance of OMP-TD and SSOMP-TD m = 2 are plotted against the discount factor γ (as a way of controlling the function's smoothness). In chainwalk, the error in SSOMP-TD steadily decreases along with the smoothness as γ increases. In mountain car, the best performance of SSOMP-TD is reached when the value function is smoothest.
Both STOMP-TD and SSOMP-TD only modify the correlation calculation without increasing complexity and hence the running times are the same as OMP-TD's O(K q) for selection, and O(k 3 + qk 2 ) for fitting with LSTD, where K is the size of the dictionary, q is the number of samples and k is the size of the approximation set. 
ROMP-TD and LSTD-RP
We compare our methods to two methods with similar goals; the TD version of the regularized orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm (ROMP) (Needell and Vershynin 2009 ): ROMP-TD, and the least squares TD with random projections algorithm (LSTD-RP) (Ghavamzadeh et al. 2010 ). An adaptation to the OMP algorithm, ROMP has not yet been applied in the RL setting to the best of our knowledge. While the theoretical guarantees of the ROMP algorithm may still apply in the TD case, we leave the proofs of such for a more complete review of the ROMP algorithm in this setting. We include it as the only other algorithm we know of which employs regularization in the selection step of OMP. Unlike our OMP-TD based methods, ROMP selects a set of basis functions to add to the approximation at each step instead of a single function. The selected set J 0 fulfils two criteria: (1) the correlations of each basis function in the set are comparable, 4 and (2) the magnitude or energy ||ρ| J 0 || 2 of the correlations in the set is the largest amongst all sets which fulfil criteria 1. This forces the correlation of basis functions in the solution to be closer to uniform and thus more regular (Needell and Vershynin 2009) . Intuitively, it is better to have a set of good basis functions rather than one highly correlated basis function which may overfit the data. The selection step of the ROMP algorithm is decoupled from the OMP fitting step and can be inserted into OMP-TD without modification.
LSTD-RP deals with large feature sets differently. Instead of selecting features so that the set used in the fitting step is computationally manageable, LSTD-RP projects the entire set of features using a random projection matrix onto a low dimensional space. The low dimensional space results in a significant reduction in the size of the matrices used in LSTD, making it possible to compute value functions despite the curse of dimensionality.
The running time of the ROMP selection step is of the same order as OMP-TD's selection step 5 : O(K q) where K is the number of basis functions in the dictionary and q is the number of samples.
LSTD-RP has the advantage that it is not incremental and the LSTD calculation only has to be done once in O(k 3 + qk K ) where q is the number of samples, K is the size of the dictionary and k is the size of the low dimensional space which is the size of the approximation sets of the feature selection methods. Predicting the value of a state comes with a cost of O(K k) instead of O(k) for feature selection methods.
Experiments
Our goal is to compare the selection methods based on the ordering they impose on their candidate basis functions. We therefore show the performance of each method against the number of basis functions selected instead of the stopping condition parameter (β) described in the OMP-TD algorithm (Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012). Any setting of β would correspond to adding a vertical line at some point in the graph. Our experimental design is similar to that used in Painter-Wakefield and Parr (2012). For ROMP-TD, where sets of basis functions are selected, 6 we added basis functions from the set one at a time in descending order of correlation magnitude to make the methods comparable. For LSTD-RP, we projected the entire dictionary available to the other algorithms such that the matrices used in the fitting step of each method were the same size. We used the same amount of L 2 regularization as the other methods in the fit.
In the RBF experiments, the approximation set contained the constant function φ 1 = 1 at the start. The dictionary contained basis function sets up to a maximum order. For example, with a maximum order of 4, the RBF basis sets of orders n = 1, 2, 3 and 4 would all be added to the dictionary, with each set using a different variation parameter σ 2 = 1/(2(n + 1) 3 − 4(n + 1) 2 + 2(n + 1)) depending on its order, n. This would give the selection algorithm the choice between wider (more general/smoother) and thinner (more specific/sharper) basis functions where appropriate.
In the Fourier basis experiments, the approximation set contained independent basis functions up to a given order at the start. The dictionary contained all basis functions up to a maximum order. For the chain walk experiments, where all basis functions are independent, only the constant basis function was added to the approximation set at the start.
Domains
In each domain, training and test samples were collected using a fixed deterministic policy. In chainwalk, pairs of samples were collected by following the optimal policy from a random state to the next state. In the other domains, the given policy was followed from a random state until termination. The error in the approximation was obtained by comparing the approximate valueV π to the true value V π using the root mean squared error. In chainwalk, V π was calculated using dynamic programming. In the other domains, V π was calculated using a single rollout (deterministic policy).
The experiment setup for each domain with the RBF basis is given in Table 1 and with the Fourier basis in Table 2 . We note that the high regularization for some of the RBF experiments was due to unstable behavior in OMP-TD and sometimes ROMP-TD. Painter-Wakefield and Parr (2012) also note this behavior. For the STOMP-TD experiments, we tried on average 10 different values of λ and only showed the best performing out of those. A poor choice significantly affects performance. Results were averaged over 100 trials. 50 state chainwalk: the 50 state chainwalk domain (Lagoudakis and Parr 2003 ) is a 1 dimensional domain with 50 states and rewards at states 10 and 41. We scaled the states between 0 and 1 for function approximation.
Mountain car: mountain car (Sutton and Barto 1998) is a 2 dimensional domain where an underpowered car must escape a valley by driving up the sides, using its momentum to get to the top of the valley. We used the policy of accelerating in the direction of the current velocity or going right if at rest, used in Painter-Wakefield and Parr (2012) . Mountain car 3D: mountain car 3D ) is a 4 dimensional version of the Mountain Car domain. We used a similar policy to the 2 dimensional case where the car always accelerates in the direction of maximum velocity, or in the closest direction towards the goal if stationary.
Pinball: the pinball domain (Konidaris and Barto 2009 ) is a 4 dimensional domain in which the agent controls a ball it must maneuver to the goal, bypassing or using the various obstacles. The configuration used is shown in Fig. 3 . The policy was the greedy policy over a value function learned using Sarsa(λ) (γ = 0.99, λ = 0.95, = 0.01) with an O(5) Fourier basis and an automatic learning rate adjusting method (Dabney and Barto 2012) .
RC Car: the remote control car domain (Geramifard 2013 ) is a 4 dimensional domain with 9 actions in which a remote control car must be maneuvered to within a distance of 0.1 m from the goal. The 9 possible actions are derived from combinations of 2 primitive action types: steering ∈ {left, straight, right} and acceleration ∈ {forward, coast, backward}. The state is given by the x and y position of the car, its heading θ in radians and its velocity v. If the car collides with any of the walls in the 2 × 3 m room it's in, its velocity is set to 0, otherwise the domain is frictionless. At each step a reward of −1 is given if the agent is not at the terminal goal state or 100 if it is. The policy π used simulates all possible actions at each state and chooses the one which minimises δ + 2o, where δ is the Euclidean distance to the goal and o is the orthogonal distance to the goal along the current trajectory of the car.
Acrobot: the acrobot domain (Sutton and Barto 1998) is a 4 dimensional domain where an agent controls the torque of the middle link of a 2 link pendulum. The goal is to raise the tip of the pendulum a certain height. The policy applies torque in the direction of the joints if they are moving in the same direction, else it reverses it. Occasionally it didn't terminate, and we discarded those samples.
Results
The experimental results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They show that standard OMP-TD performs well in general, but is beaten by SSOMP-TD and STOMP-TD on all but the Fourier acrobot experiment. Interestingly, with the settings of γ selected, the requirement for guaranteed improvement [the angle between φ and the BEBF must be < cos −1 (γ ) (Parr et al. 2007 )] was seldom, if ever, satisfied. Despite this, OMP-TD performs well, suggesting the existence of stronger theoretical results. The high regularization for the RBF experiments was due to unstable behavior in the LSTD fitting step. Interestingly SSOMP-TD and STOMP-TD did not suffer from this unstable behavior. The SSOMP-TD algorithms performed reliably well, with the smoothing regularizer U 1 performing the worst of the three on average, and U 2 most often performing the best, or tied for best. SSOMP-TD performed its worst on acrobot with both basis sets. This could indicate that the underlying value function of our policy is not smooth. The algorithm seems to be at least as good as the others, if not better on the remaining domains taken as a whole. The STOMP-TD algorithm performed well across all domains, however selecting an appropriate λ was difficult, and some settings resulted in performance significantly worse than OMP-TD. It is more powerful than SSOMP-TD as it can be adapted to use any prior, but it is also more difficult to use. In practice, we would use SSOMP-TD as choosing the m parameter is significantly easier than choosing λ, and the results are comparable for the two methods.
ROMP-TD was never the best performer, and in multiple experiments performed the worst. ROMP-TD primarily tackles the problem of overfitting, and it is possible there were too many samples for overfitting to occur. This suggests that the effectiveness of SSOMP-TD and STOMP-TD is primarily due to the smoothness of the value function in these experiments. Interestingly in the Fourier pinball experiment, selecting basis functions randomly outperformed ROMP-TD. It is possible that selecting batches of basis functions was too conservative and the other methods could take advantage of the changing residual after each selection. Even randomly chosen functions were better than a set of functions selected to approximate one residual well.
LSTD-RP performed poorly in all domains, only beating the random selection method in two of the RBF experiments. Its best performance with the Fourier basis was in mountain car, which was the only experiment where every basis function in the dictionary was selected. In that experiment its performance matched that of the other methods near the end, indicating that LSTD-RP is negatively affected by poor basis functions in the dictionary, which dilute the resulting projection.
The spikes in the graphs, particularly in Fig. 5c are the result of fitting problems with LSTD. We verified this by fitting the basis set at each step to the estimates of the true value function obtained using rollouts. We used the same training and test set and plotted the results. 7 As expected, the error for each method decreased monotonically and the relative performance of the methods was similar.
Future work and conclusions
A major concern when using function approximation in high dimensional domains is the large computational costs involved. Feature selection, the automated process of selecting a subset of these functions to use in the approximation, has consequently begun to receive significant attention recently. However, current greedy selection techniques ignore characteristics of the underlying value function and select basis functions which best fit the sample data. This may lead to the selection of more basis functions than necessary. The introduction of prior knowledge can improve performance. One such prior is the smoothness prior which can be integrated into the selection process via regularization.
We have presented three ways to regularize feature selection in RL, ROMP-TD, STOMP-TD and SSOMP-TD. Our results using these methods show that feature regularization is a simple yet powerful tool for improving performance without significant computational overhead. Further, the smoothness prior generalizes the intuition that wide/low frequency basis functions are better when only a few basis functions can be selected, and shows continued empirical improvements well beyond the first few basis functions.
One possible direction for future study is to combine STOMP-TD and SSOMP-TD with state space restructuring methods such as Predictive Projections (Sprague 2009 ), which projects the original state space in such a way that neighboring states in the state graph are closer together in the projected state space. There is also potential to use the smoothness prior in dictionary construction, to either reduce its size significantly in high dimensional domains, or to improve the quality of basis functions in a dictionary of fixed size. Randomly selected RBFs would be a natural choice, where a bias towards smooth RBFs could be included easily.
Appendix 1: Smoothness measures
We use the Frobenius tensor norm, ||A|| =
, where A is any order−l tensor.
The smoothness measure U m (φ) gives the smoothness of the function φ, or how far φ is from a smooth function. In general, different classes of smoothness take the form:
is the number of dimensions, and each x j is scaled to be between 0 and 1.
Fourier smoothness

Given a Fourier basis function φ(s)
, the smoothness measure for m = 1, U 1 (φ) is as follows:
. . .
Since c is a vector of integer values, sin(2π d i=1 c i ) = 0, and hence the expression simplifies to:
After the 3rd derivative a pattern emerges and the general form for m > 0, m ∈ Z is:
RBF smoothness
For a radial basis function, 
When taking the integral with respect to s from −∞ to ∞, the location of the rbf center becomes irrelevant so c can be set to 0. The smoothness measure for m = 1, U 1 (φ) is as follows:
The smoothness measure for m = 2, U 2 (φ) is derived as follows: . . . 
ROMP algorithm sorts these correlations (O(K log(K ))) and selects the set with maximal energy which can be done in O(K ).
In the given algorithm, the inner while loop only runs forward and never runs over the same indices more than once, therefore despite being inside a for loop, the total executions of the instructions in the while loop are of O(K ). Additional proof of this is given in the original ROMP paper.
As long as q > log(K ), the time complexity of the selection is the same as OMP-TD O(K q), otherwise the complexity is O(K log(K )). 
Algorithm 1 ROMPFeatureSelect
Appendix 3: Tikhonov derivation
For a single basis function φ i we derive the Tikohonv regularized correlation ρ at step k by first solving for the optimal α i which minimizes the residual error vector R k = R k−1 + α i φ i (x): α i = arg min
by taking the derivative and setting to 0:
Substituting the optimal α into the minimization problem for any given φ i , the best φ ∈ D is the one that minimizes the following equation:
Therefore in order to minimize Eq. 20,
must be maximized.
